The implementation of Along -Across in AZ-EL instead of in RA-DEC was a choice of the lesser of evils. In AZ-EL one specified directly the radar angular rate and angular extent of the scan. In RA-DEC, for approximately circular orbits, one specifies quantities more closely related to the velocity in n. m. /sec and extent in n. m. In neither case is one scanning in range to stay on the track in that variable.
As scan is constructed, it is impossible to scan in AZ-EL and Along-Across simultaneously.
The axes are related in one further way, which involves the phase of the scans.
Time is the key variable for determining the next step in the scan process, and is arranged so that a time of zero corresponds to the low end of the scan. In order to start a scan at a particular place (the center for example) a constant called "Time Zero" is subtracted from time before the various routines are called. There are only two such constants, one for AZ-EL or Along-Across and one for RA-DEC. This has the effect of forcing simultaneous scans in AZ and EL (or RA and DEC) to have the same time zero, or phase, which means there will probably be a discontinuity in one scan when the second is initialized.
BACK AND FORTH SCAN
The "back and forth" Scan is the basic scan. It is used as six different scan options (one for each coordinate axis), and is also used as a component of the Area- The constant velocity of course is 3a.
Simplifying and solving for a: a = j-p4-o p> 12 a = ^ P*12 P In actuality, scan does not produce a continuous output, but rather discrete points every interpolation interval. Whether scan actually follows the desired curve depends on a complex interaction with the interpolation program and the antenna servo.
The program that computes a back and forth scan compares time* to period to discover where it is on the scan. It then divides the scan into two similar half scans (increasing and decreasing) which are processed by a single subroutine. This subroutine further divides each half scan into two quarter scans processed by a second subroutine.
That routine divides the quarter into an accelerating part and a coasting part using the formulas above to determine velocity and acceleration, and computes actual position. The output of the "BACK AND FORTH" routine is a displacement which will be added to the appropriate center position to create a scan.
"Remember that the zero of time has been set artificially to start the scan at its center.
BOX SCAN
The "Box Scan" is an area-covering scan. It is used in 3 different coordinate systems, and applied in 2 different ways in each system. The output of the BOX SCAN routine is two values, which produce a Box-Like scan when added to the appropriate center positions. Figure 3 is a sketch of this basic scan.
The comments under back and forth scan about the discrete spacing of the actual scan output apply here also, and in fact the BOX SCAN does a back and forth scan in one coordinate while simply stepping the other coordinate at the end points. This discontinuity in the second coordinate produces an error as the antenna servo tries to cope with infinite acceleration, but it was felt that the step would be small and relatively infrequent, so that the transient would not matter. At the end of the box the whole scan repeats, causing another transient as the antenna moves back to the initial corner of the box. There is no limit to the number of lines per box, and the number may be odd or even. The illustration (Fig. 4) is perhaps unrealistic in having so few lines (4) but more present a bit of a drawing problem.
The Box Scan program compares time to the overall period to determine location in the scan. It then uses that part of the back and forth routine which processes half a period (one line) to get displacement 1 and computes the simpler displacement 2 itself.
CONVENIENCE SCANS
There are a number of scan options which are not really scans but are included here for lack of a more appropriate place. They include constant offsets, which are simply added to the center positions before any other action; holding all scans, which is accomplished by presenting the scans with a phony time set at the time of the hold; restarting which undoes the hold and moves the time origin so that the scan picks up where it left off; and clearing all scans.
INTERNAL LOGIC
This section presents in a more organized way the block diagram implied by the discussion above, and includes a list of key registers with their actual program names. initialization asks the operator to set up a scan: when he has done so, it asks for another, and so on indefinitely. Mode 1 is used when master control wants to start over. Mode 2 when scan has been requested via the attention symbol.
When a scan is selected initialization must set the appropriate zero point of time. This is done by putting either the current time or current time plus a quarter period in the appropriate zero register. It is probable that one will be off by a second or two, because there is an unknown delay between the time of striking a key and the operation of scan initialization, and a further unknown delay between scan initialization and scan operation. When a scan is "held" initialization tries as best it can to stop at the time of the struck key, but there is an obvious difficulty, compounded by the fact that the system is 6 seconds ahead of real time. (This is not the appropriate place to discuss the complex subject of system timing -I merely wish to explain why the hold option is not a good way to come to a precise stop.)
It is possible to ask for an unreasonable acceleration, for example by selecting a zero period. Whenever this might occur, initialization computes the period corresponding to a 3 /sec acceleration. Initialization rounds all odd periods to the next lower even period, for internal convenience.
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